Sometimes documentation only available for the post delivery maintenance is the source code itself. This happens all too frequently when maintaining legacy systems, i.e. software in current use but developed not earlier than 15 or 20 years .Under these circumstances, maintaining the code can be extremely difficult. One way of handling this problem is to start with source code and attempt to recreate the design documents or even the specifications. This process is called Reverse Engineering. CASE tools can assist with this process. One of the simplest is a pretty printer, which may help display the code more clearly. Other tools construct diagrams such as flow charts or UML diagrams, directly from the source code, these visual aids can help in the process of design recovery.
UNIFIED MODELING LANGUAGE
UML stands for Unified Modeling Language. UML is a language for visualizing, documenting the artifacts of software intensive system. James Rumbaugh defined Model as a simplification of reality Modeling is which captures essential parts of the system.
Visual modeling is a modeling with standard graphical notation
We build models so that we can better understand the system we are developing Models help us to visualize a system as it is or as we want to be Models permit us to specify the structure of system Models give us a template that guides us in constructing system Interaction Diagram An interaction diagram models the dynamic aspects of the system by showing the relationship among the objects and messages they may dispatch. There are two types of interaction diagrams: 
INTRODUCTION TO RATIONAL ROSE
Rational Rose is a software where the UML can be model. Here, Rational is the name of the software, ROSE stands for Rational Object Software Engineering. To draw the UML Diagram in Rational Rose:
Step 1: Start Rational software, in that Rational Rose Enterprise Edition. After that Rational Rose Enterprise Edition will be activated. The Rational Rose window contains 5 parts.
1. View Table  It Step4 -Select the classes to be forward engineered
Step5:-Select Tools -> Java/J2EE -> Generate Code to forward engineer.
The code is generated at the specified path that is specified under Project Specification part as:
Administrator: public class administrator { private String name; private String ID; public Librarian theLibrarian; public administrator() { } public String receive_order() { return null;} public void manage_librarians() {} public void purchase_new_stock() {}}
3.3REVERSE ENGINEERING: steps in reverse engineering
Step 5:-The classes generated in the tree window. Drag all the classes to the required area. The associations among the classes is generated automatically
